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Dear Friends,
I recently attended a Regional Joint Land Trust Summit and quickly realized
most land trusts such as the Woodbridge Park Association, a 501(c) (3) non-profit
organization, are facing similar challenges. These include gaining public interest in
forests, open space and conservation efforts at a time there are so many causes and
people are so busy with family, work and their daily lives. Our mission is important
and we need you.

     




  

     






  

   

 
  
 
 
    
 
 
  
   
   
 
   
    

  
   
  
  

 

   
  
   

  




  
 

   
  
    
   

  

    




We are looking to share programs with other land trusts, provide one web site
where regional events are posted, and to engage further in social media. We are
all volunteers and it is imperative to engage the talents of the next generation
of open space stewards. Other opportunities include sharing information on
our management and maintenance of our lands, such as preserving meadows,
eliminating invasive species, dealing with encroachment, and of course mitigating
the effects of the emerald ash borer on our ash trees.
Please assist the Woodbridge Park Association with our pre-eminent property, the
Alice Newton Street Memorial Park in Woodbridge center where the blue trail leads
to the Wepawaug Falls. Hike this area often and advise us of any concerns or ideas
you have; I would like to hear your story. This area is beautiful in all seasons, and
it is especially unusual to have such a beautiful set-aside conservation area with
an entrance right from the center of Woodbridge. The trail begins right between
the town hall and the Parish House of the First Church of Christ and there is ample
parking for all.
We have a 21-member Board of Directors who actively maintain our parks and
support our work for open space and conservation. We also could always use your
assistance with our park holdings. We operate on a tiny annual budget and rely
solely on your generous support for our park maintenance and continued existence.
The past year was a particularly
expensive one for the Woodbridge Park
Association as we had to address the
ash borer issue which had invaded trees
near our trails. We had to remove a
number of these and inoculated a few.
Thanks to Maintenance Committee
Chair Nat Case, we have had strong
leadership with our maintenance
activities.

The Woodbridge Park Association was incorporated on October
4, 1928 and on January 14, 1929, the Board of Directors,
consisting of eight members, was elected. The later date
is viewed as the founding date for the purpose of marking
anniversaries. We believe the Woodbridge Park Association
is the fourth oldest land trust in Connecticut according to the
listing maintained at the Convocation of Connecticut Land
Trusts. From our Articles of Association recorded in the
Woodbridge Land Records on November 21, 1928, the Park
Association has the following purposes:
“To acquire by gift or purchase lands within the town of
Woodbridge and to hold the same for any or all of the following
purposes: to establish such lands as a bird refuge and for
the preservation of birds, fish and other animal life, and of
trees, shrubs and plants; for the planting and care of trees in
accordance with the principles of scientific forestry; to build
roads and paths therein and to make accessible to the public any
historic locations therein; to establish its holdings as a park for
public use and recreation, in accordance with such rules and
regulations as it may adopt...”
The open space we have in Woodbridge is a treasure and
it requires lots of ongoing stewardship to maintain to ensure it is always available for public access. The
Woodbridge Park Association has an active Park Maintenance Committee which has constant surveillance over
the conditions in the Alice Street Memorial Park and our other properties.
Maintenance activities in park properties continue throughout the year. We conduct workdays at the Alice
Newton Street Memorial Park both spring and fall. The spring workday occurs annually near Earth Day; let us
know if you are interested in assisting us with future workdays.
We work closely with Boy Scouts pursuing their Eagle with projects in our parks. Eagle Scout candidate Dean
Pocwierz has completed the tree identification project which hopefully provides some educational interest in the
variety of specimens we have; you will find tree specimen signage as you hike.
Without the scouts and other volunteer groups assisting, our tasks would be much more difficult. We sponsor
a “Harvest Hike” every October in the Alice Newton Street Memorial Park with students, teachers and parents
from Beecher Road School to introduce the park in its fall splendor to those who have never visited and families
who want to walk as a group.
Along with Paul DeCoster, I am one of the lead sponsors of the Woodbridge Notable Tree initiative. We have
another article in this newsletter on our work to catalog notable trees. Please nominate any trees of note on your
property!
This year I particularly want to acknowledge the dedicated service of two long-time WPA Board members, both
former Presidents. Chris Dickerson and Carrie Swigart contributed enormously to the functioning of the board
and generously provided their time in service to the park for many years. They both decided not to continue
their terms and they are missed. Thanks so much Chris and Carrie!
Our annual meeting occurs in May and our Nominating Committee is always looking for interested Woodbridge
residents. Consider joining any of our three active committees: Maintenance, Technology and Nominating.
I am thankful for the dedicated stewardship of my fellow Officers and Directors. We follow the requirements

put forth by the Park Association’s founders, and work energetically toward preservation goals. I am also
grateful to attorney David W. Schneider for his wise and expert guidance in the increasingly complex issues
surrounding open space preservation.
In Woodbridge our open space efforts are served by two land trusts who work together and with the town of
Woodbridge: The Woodbridge Park Association and the Woodbridge Land Trust. We are two separate non-profit
legal entities and work together to further open space goals in town.
Please walk in the Alice Newton Street Memorial Park frequently and encourage others to enjoy all our
forestland in Woodbridge and try some of the lesser-used trails. Visit our website at www.woodbridgeparks.org.
Please feel free to contact me at any point at president@woodbridgeparks.org. We sincerely welcome your
support of the dedicated work of the Woodbridge Park Association.

With all best wishes,
Dr. Richard J. Forselius
WPA President

Website News: Online Giving Now Available!
Supporting the Woodbridge Park Association just got easier! Our website now supports online donations
through a tool called Giving Shared. Find it under the ‘Donate’ tab at www.WoodbridgeParks.org. We
encourage you to give it a try, and as always, we thank you for your continued support of our beautiful parks!
THE WOODBRIDGE NOTABLE TREE PROJECT
YOUR TREE NOMINATIONS ARE WANTED!
Woodbridge has many house lots and open space containing native and non-native species of trees. From the
earliest days of human habitation in Amity Parish, trees have played a vital role in providing shelter, fuel and
building supplies for its inhabitants. There are many trees in town which are older, in some cases hundreds of
years older, than most of its houses. Many of these trees are worthy of special identification, because of their
beauty, size and (for some of them) their historical significance.
The Woodbridge Notable Tree Project has been organized to honor these noble specimens by identifying
their species, surveying their size, and preparing local listings to memorialize their place in our community.
This effort is being led by four local civic and environmental groups: the Woodbridge Park Association, the
Woodbridge Garden Club, the Woodbridge Land Trust and the Amity and Woodbridge Historical Society.
We are interested in receiving leads to notable trees from local residents who own or know of specimens of
real size and/or historical interest. We have prepared a nomination form available at www.woodbridgeparks.
org, to use in reporting any trees that would fit the notable tree criteria. All nominations should be reported on
this form and the sent to the Park Association at the mailing address the on the form or by email to president@
woodbridgeparks.org .
We would like to hear from as many of you as possible in the coming weeks in planning our spring tree
measuring activities. Many thanks for helping us to make the Woodbridge Notable Trees Project a success!

Contributors to the Woodbridge Park Association in the past year – Thank you.
$500 OR MORE
Benefactor:
$500 or more
Werth Family Foundation

Sponsor:
$250 - $499$250 to $499
The Fischman Family
Hagani Foundation
Scott and Kathleen Hunter
William Newell Jones
Carol and Michael Levine
Kumpati and Barbara Narendra
Susan B Matheson and J.J Pollitt

Patron:
$100 to $249
$100 - $249
James and Kathleen Alber
James and Cathy Austin
Barbara and Jay Baldwin
Samuel and Paulette Bobrow
Elizabeth A Brett
Michael and Patricia Brines
Elizabeth Brochin
Linda and Vincent Calarco
Diana Davison
Paul and Judith DeCoster
Frank and Mary D’Ostilio
Marie and Ray Dube
Barbara Fabiani
Richard and Debra Forselius
Kathryn B. Gartland
Mark Bauer and Joseph W Gordon
Andrew and Elizabeth Graham
Mario and Gaby Guevara
Sandy Allison and Jim Horwitz
Wilson and Carole Kimmach
Inna Maranets
John and Amey Marrella
Will and Joanna Martinez
Catherine Wick and Robert Mclean
Harriet Meiss
Georgia and Jim Morgan
David Adler and Mona Pierpaoli
Mike and Katie Regan
Rothberg Family
Paul and Jeanne Russ
Muneed and Rabia Samma
Sara Spielvogel
Jim Phillips and Wendy Stewart
Kathleen and John Wallace
Walter Foery and Ranson Wilson
$25 - $99$25 to $99
Friend:
Roslyn Chosak and Aaron Allenson
Amity Chiro & Rehab Center LLC
Jeff Hellman and Cindy Anger
Anonymous
Dr and Mrs Philip Arnold
Richard Asprelli
Sara-Ann and Hillel Auerbach
Bill and Pat Bakke
Pero and Jane Baljevic
Jonathan Beauchamp

Beverly T Bettencourt
Bob and Jane Blank
Thawatchai Boonyalai
Dr. James and Barbara Bosco Jr.
Jim and Mollie Bouldin
Brian Boyle
Brash- Palmatier Family
Tina and Sam Bridgers
Richard Brogadir
Laura and Henry Cabin
Guido and Anne Calabresi
Frederick Caminear
John Schilling and Ellen Chapman
Michelle Ditzian and Ray Clemens
Jerry Clupper
Kenneth and Linda Cohen
Harriet Cooper
Victoria Nolan and Clark Crolius
Alan and Susan Davidson
J. Anthony and Jean Demayo
Walden and Marguerite Dillaway
Isabella E Dodds
Edwin L Doernberger
Frank and Ellen Estes
Richard and Elizabeth Fearon
Fidelity Charitable Donation
Sharon and Fred Finkenauer
Elizabeth Ford
Bayle and Jerry Forman
Arnold and Barbara Frankel
Linda and Gary Friedlaender
Jonathan and Betsy Furst
Rita and Stan Gedansky
Tracy Wittreich and Jeff Gee
Cheryl and Joel Gelernter
Jane and David Gelernter
Marcia and John Gell
Dr. Myron Genel and Mrs Phyllis Genel
Cindy and Jaime Gerber
Fred Ginsberg
Terri Eblen and Stuart Green
Nancy Polk and Jack Hasegawa
Sandra Wolin and Carl Hashimoto
Allen and Beth Heller
Gilbert Hogan
W.Allen and Jo-Anna Holden
Carolyn Hunihan
Roy and Maria Ivins
David and Stacey Katz
Daniel and Meredith Kazer
Louisa Cunningham and William Kelly
Dr & Mrs Michael Kligfeld
Skip and Judy Koseski
Ken and Robin Kramer
Joe and Nancy Kriz
Robin and Jay Kroopnick
Jack and Gloria Kurek
Rochelle and Spencer Lauer
John and Fran Leach
Gerilyn and Robert Lehman

Edward Lemkin
The Lilley Family
Allen and Cheryl Lipson
Richard and Joanne Litser
Viviana and Mark Livesay
Edee Lockyer
Bill and Karen Longa
Michael and Gene Luther
Patrick and Deborah Madden
Fernando and Katelyn Marrieros
Dorothy J Martino
Mattessich
Don and Dana Menzies
Melvin Mezoff
David and Beth Aura Miller
Lauren and Scott Miller
Judi Young and Jim Miranda
Judith B. Moore
Greta and Peter Morgan
Marcie and Fred Naftolin
Girin Munshi and Joyce Narden
Minot Nettleton
Gessey and Joe Palumbo
In Memory of Jayne Percy
Hap and Stacey Perkins
Kathryn and Paul Philp
Lynn A. Piasyck
David Podell
John F Raccuia
Mr and Mrs David M Rifkin
Lou and Diane Ritucci
William Root
Robert and Sarah Rosasco
Carol and Mike Rosen
Mark and Jane Rudolph
Sheila E Saltzman
Robert and Ellen Scalettar
Cindy and Mark Schoenfeld
Udo Schwarz
Reena and Arthur Seltzer
Judy and David Skolnick
Susan Skolnick
Andy and Thera Stack
Sandra and Harold Stern, MD’s
Suzanna
Robert Alvine and Joann Thompson
Harry and Kathryn Tuttle
T Kyle Vanderlick
Barry and Hyla Vine
Jeff and Pam Waldron
A.Th Wissink
Michael and Linda Zeller
LESS THAN $25
Contributor:
Less than $25
Suzanne Chaplik
Bette Horowitz
Lynn Rudich
Bruce and Jean Webber
Benjamin and Jennifer Zigun

